Saraswati Puja, 2020

NITIE, Mumbai celebrated Saraswati puja on 29th of January 2020 on the occasion of Vasant Panchami, with great pomp and gaiety. The festival is celebrated widely in parts of West Bengal, and Odisha and the students of NITIE turned it into a grandeur with lovely decorations, puja and traditional dining.

The Divine occasion was graced by the presence of our revered Director Prof. Manoj Kumar Tiwari, other faculty members and over 800 students.

The celebration started with the puja in the morning, followed by prasad distribution. In the evening, traditional food was cooked and offered to the Goddess, post which it was distributed to everyone. Puja was conducted on the following morning as well as a part of the “Dadhi Karma”.

We thank our director, faculties and all the students who turned the day into an extravaganza.